APPLICATION OF SECURITY SOLUTIONS
Keeping guests and crew safe.
A robust, highly reliable and cost-effective method of monitoring activity everywhere.
Optimising port security is more than protecting the goods that pass by daily. It also includes securing the cruise ships docked for boarding and disembarking as well as its crew and guests. The importance of providing a safe environment for them is heightened on the cruise ship, which is why it is crucial that decision-makers select a reliable and flexible surveillance system to put in place. Oncam’s 360-degree and wide-angle technology can be customised to business goals to provide an effective and efficient security solution. It allows for real time security and safety monitoring, without disrupting guests’ vacation.

**Health & Safety**

Oncam’s 360-degree and wide-angle technology aids in identifying any lapses in executing safety procedures in the event of an emergency. This is crucial to providing a safe, secure and enjoyable vacation.

**Theft**

Oncam cameras are designed to function in the public areas of a ship. If an incident occurs, an operator can review footage in real time and unusual activity is detected as it occurs.

**Terrorism**

Anti-terrorism measures such as passenger screening must be taken to prevent accidents from taking place. Oncam cameras provide complete on-board security solutions with total situational awareness.

**Retail Efficiency**

By leveraging Oncam’s video surveillance technology, retailers can improve efficiency and ultimately profit, by monitoring customer behaviour and level of customer service provided by employees.

**Lost Children**

Every child’s welfare is paramount, especially when at sea. With Oncam’s 360-degree and wide-angle technology solution, parents can be rest assured that their children’s safety are in capable hands.

**Incident Reporting**

The Oncam solution is designed to help cruise lines exceed U.S. Cruise Vessel Security and Safety Act surveillance requirements. It assists in making informed decisions on how to effectively respond to any incident.
ONCAM SOLUTIONS

Having successfully provided award-winning 360-degree technology solutions to world-renowned cruise line, Royal Caribbean International, Oncam’s award-winning technology and cameras provide unique and flexible solutions where captains, officers and security personnel can experience the power of surveillance cameras. Reliable and adaptable, Oncam solutions address the current challenges in keeping guests and crew safe and secure.
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Evolution 05 Mini Series

With a very compact design, the Evolution 05 Mini range of cameras, such as the Indoor Night and Panel-Mount, is ideal for the maritime industry as it provides a discreet solution suited for use in narrow, dark or low-light environments.
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Evolution Stainless Steel

Unique to the industry, the premium finish of the Evolution Stainless Steel and its certifications make it ideal for port facilities needing extra resistance to harsh environments or needing extra resistance to washdown and corrosion.
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Evolution 180 Series

Oncam’s Evolution 180 cameras are optimised for wall mount applications. The dewarped Panoramic+ views are perfect for corridors or perimeters, offering clear view of passing traffic while capturing a wide area of coverage, both indoor and outdoor.
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ONVU360 App

Our app is a world’s first: a mobile application that enables users to fully experience 360-degree surveillance in high resolution, wherever they are and at the palm of their hands. It is downloadable for free from the Apple App Store and Google Play Store.
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Advanced Dewarping

Footage shot with Oncam’s 360 and 180-degree cameras offers clear and detailed pictures. Oncam’s advanced 3D dewarping allows users to review footage at any time, offering the best and most user friendly experience in the 360-degree surveillance market today.
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Flexible and Scalable

Solutions offered by Oncam are scalable and flexible. Thanks to their compatibility to ONVIF standards, Oncam cameras are compatible with the vast majority of VMS and NVR platforms, to create modern, functional and long-term surveillance solutions.
“WE CONSTANTLY MONITOR THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN VIDEO TECHNOLOGY TO HELP ENSURE OUR GUESTS ENJOY A HIGH LEVEL OF SAFETY AND SECURITY WHEN TAKING A ROYAL CARIBBEAN CRUISE. THE 360-DEGREE SOLUTION IS A KEY PART OF OUR VIDEO STRATEGY AND HAS NOTABLY ENHANCED OUR ONBOARD SECURITY CAPABILITY.”

Gary Bald (Senior Vice President)
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd